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Abstract
An important technology in knowledge discovery is to access the desired information from
the large amount of data stored on the WWW. At present, such information can be accessed by
a browser itself or by using a keyword search function. However, browsing is a time consuming
task where a user must access individual pages one by one. Furthermore, in keyword searches,
it is di0cult for users to provide reasonable keywords in knowledge discovery processes. This
paper outlines an approach for integrating information visualization and retrieval into WWW
information discovery. In this approach, the link structure of a web site is displayed in a 3-D
hyperbolic tree in which the height of a node (corresponding to a web page) within the tree
indicates a user’s “interest” for each page. Here, interest is calculated by a 6tting function
between a page and a user-supplied query (nested keywords). This measure can be used to
6lter uninteresting pages, reducing the size of the link structure. Furthermore, each web page
is modeled as semi-structured data and can also be displayed as a hyperbolic tree in which
the result of query evaluation is visible. Such functions are incorporated within our browser,
allowing us to interactively discover desired pages from a large web site. We selected typical
web sites to show the performance of the proposed method with improved accuracy and e0ciency
in WWW information discovery. Here, accuracy indicates how surely the user accesses his=her
desired documents, and e0ciency indicates how quickly the user reaches the documents. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is natural to regard the WWW as a repository for knowledge discovery on the
Internet. At present, such information can be accessed by a browser itself or by using
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a keyword search function. However, it is di0cult to discover desired web pages using
these functions for the following reasons.
• Lack of global view of WWW information
There are no functions for viewing the overall structure of WWW information in
existing web browsers. It is impossible to see what pages are linked in future page
access. Thus, a user must access individual pages one by one.
• Lack of query navigation function
Although keyword searches or database-like queries realize e0cient information ac-
cess, it is di0cult for users to provide reasonable queries in knowledge discovery pro-
cesses. Existing search engines can list up plausible pages in which a user-supplied
keyword occurs. However, there is no function to visualize the relationship between
retrieved pages or to navigate users to discover their pages of interest by suggesting
what keywords should be input.
Of the many visualization methods for WWW information that have been proposed
within the human-interface and other communities, we focus on the hyperbolic tree,
developed by Lamping et al. [6], because it is a reasonable tool for providing a global
view of WWW information. It presents a GUI for a hierarchical information structure
including WWW and allows displaying the whole information structure within a hy-
perbolic plane. It also supports focusing attention by mouse operation, enabling a user
to see the structure from any view-point.
To resolve the second problem, an automatic or semi-automatic structuring method
for WWW information has been reported in the database community. Ashish et al. [1]
and Atzeni et al. [2] developed “wrappers” to structure multiple web sites and to con-
struct a WWW information database. Such approaches are useful for eKectively retriev-
ing information by integrating various Internet sources and realizing SQL-like queries.
Although the above successful results were obtained by distinct communities, we
hope these can be integrated to give birth to supporting tools for knowledge discov-
ery from WWW information. A hyperbolic tree is a comprehensive visual tool, but
it is di0cult to access a large amount of information using mouse operation only. In
contrast, a database approach realizes e0cient information access, but still ignores in-
teractive retrieval processes in knowledge discovery. This paper considers the following
hypothesis as a solution to the above problems.
Combined use of information visualization and retrieval functions can enable users
to navigate to their desired pages with improved accuracy and e0ciency in WWW
information discovery.
Here, WWW information discovery means exploratory information access processes
implemented to obtain interesting web information in a comprehensive manner. Infor-
mation visualization not only allows a user to understand the underlying information
structure, but also enhances the accuracy by indicating how surely the user 6nds in-
teresting pages. Information retrieval skips uninteresting web pages and reduces its
information space, improving the e0ciency indicating how quickly the user reaches
the pages. The objective of this paper is to postulate a hypothesis by designing a
web information discovery system, providing an integrated method of visualization and
retrieval, and conducting experimental studies.
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The resulting web information discovery assistant system called WIDAS has the
following functions. The information retrieval part of WIDAS calculates the 6tness
of a web page to a user-supplied query. The visualization part of WIDAS draws a
hyperbolic tree in which each node corresponds to a web page and the height of a
node represents the 6tness of the page to the query. Web pages with low 6tness are
6ltered; thus, only the structures of interesting pages are displayed as a hyperbolic tree.
Furthermore, each web page, modeled as semi-structured data, can also be displayed as
a hyperbolic tree in order to show how the page 6ts the query. These functions realize
interactive information retrieval, allowing us to discover WWW information accurately
and e0ciently. This indicates that WIDAS can be viewed as a supportive tool to realize
eKective web browsing.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents an overview of in-
teractive information retrieval by integrating information visualization and retrieval of
WWW information. In Section 3, WIDAS, which communicates with our browser,
is presented to show how IIR is realized within WIDAS and to provide an intuitive
understanding for the subsequent sections. Section 4 describes a theory of hyperbolic
tree visualization and a method of node layout. Section 5 provides a method of in-
formation retrieval for 6nding interesting web pages. Section 6 shows new functions
derived by combining information visualization with retrieval. In Section 7, experiment
results are reported. Section 8 provides a comparative study, and Section 9 presents
our conclusions.
2. Interactive information retrieval
In this section, we 6rst provide a simple de6nition of our target information
structure. We then list up useful features of an interactive information retrieval
framework.
2.1. Information structure and operations
The information structure is de6ned as a directed graph consisting of a set of docu-
ments (usually web pages) and their links (speci6ed by anchor tags in HTML). Each
document is composed of combinations of tags and strings. A tag is either a prespec-
i6ed tag as in HTML or a user-de6ned tag as XML. In general, a tag is speci6ed
as 〈tag〉str〈=tag〉 where str is a string. For document d, we assume that tag :str∈d
holds if d contains 〈tag〉str〈=tag〉. If string str is not enclosed by a tag in d, str∈d
holds.
A string may contain nested tags. Let n be the depth of a tag structure. This case
is denoted as tag1: · · · :tagn :str∈d. For example, we have a document including the
following XML document:
〈chapter〉〈section〉s1〈/section〉
〈section〉s2〈/section〉〈/chapter〉
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The document d has the following information:
chapter.section.s1∈ d
chapter.section.s2∈ d
For HTML documents, anchor tag a and its parameter href are handled in a special
way. The value v of href is a document linking from d, and in this case we only de6ne
the relationship between documents. That is, if a document d includes an anchor tag
a whose href parameter value is v, v is a document linking from d.
A collection of expressions tag1: · · · :tagn :str can be modeled as semi-structured data
de6ned by a 6nite set of label-graph pair: {l1→ g1; : : : ; ln→ gn} where li is a label and
gi is another graph. A label is represented by a string. This de6nition has been used
to store HTML and XML web pages in a semi-structured database [4]. For example,
the document d is represented using the following graphs:
d= {chapter → g1}
g1 = {section → g2; section → g3}
g2 = {s1 → ∅}
g3 = {s2 → ∅}
We assign a limited length of document reachability and avoid looping of links between
documents. The same restriction is imposed for a graph of semi-structured data. In this
setting, the above-mentioned information structure comprises a tree whose node is a
document or an identi6er connecting nested tags.
We will now introduce some operations on a tree in order to realize focus change.
Let D be a display in which every node of tree (t) appears. Node (d), which appears
at the center of D, is called the focus, and we denote this fact as focus(t; d)∈D. A user
can change focus from d to a distinct node d′. After changing, the updated display D′
has the information, focus(t; d′)∈D′ and focus(t; d) =∈D′.
Focus is changed by mouse operations. An action (invoked by a mouse click) to
move node (d) to the position (x) can be denoted by Td=x. For two displays, (D) and
(D′), this action is speci6ed by the mapping D Td=x−→D′. After taking an action (Td=o)
to move a node to the center (o), focus(t; d)∈D′ holds in the updated display (D′).
Suppose that document (d) has information denoted by tag : s∈d and s appears in
display (D). Such a tag in d is called a basic attribute, and includes the title and the
updated time of d. Node d also has some basic attributes such as the 6tness of d to
a user-entered query, access count and history. Such attributes appear in the display.
2.2. Features of interactive IR
Interactive information retrieval (IIR) integrates structure visualization and retrieval
of WWW information, providing interactive access to Internet sources. This framework
has the following features.
(1) Visualizing the whole link structure of documents. In order to view a hierarchical
structure of documents, the structure is displayed as a hyperbolic tree where nodes
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of upper-level documents are placed around the center and are relatively large.
In contrast, nodes of lower-level documents are distributed at the corners of the
display. A user can see a focal node and nodes around it easily, and can also take
in the larger hierarchical structure at a glance.
(2) Focus change. Focus change is used to access nodes of lower-level documents
in the tree. From the viewpoint of human cognition, this change is done com-
prehensively, so that there is little gap between document transitions. When the
focal node is speci6ed by a mouse click, several displays (Di) are created and
appear as a sequence D→D1→D2→· · ·→D′ to show the continuous process of
focus change. Mouse dragging allows us to arbitrarily change viewpoints, and this
provides a direct manipulation interface to access nodes easily.
(3) Nested keyword query on the semi-structured documents. This feature extracts
information like attributes and keywords from a document and realizes a nested
keyword query. By parsing the document, such information can be expressed as
follows:
tag1:tag2: · · · :tagn:s ∈ d;
where d is a document, s is a string and tagi is a nested tag. The expression
is then matched with a user-entered query 〈tag′1; : : : ; tag′n; s′〉. The match is then
approximated based on similarity operator ∼ and is substituted in the following
conditions:
tag1 ∼ tag′1 ∧ · · · ∧ tagn ∼ tag′n ∧ s ∼ s′:
To handle this approximate matching, we introduce a similarity measure between
two strings or tags and evaluate a query by computing the 6tness of documents
to be retrieved based on this measure. Retrieved documents are ranked by the
measure.
(4) Visualizing attribute values for each node. Attribute values for each node have
useful information for navigating users to their desired documents. These values
are also displayed within a hyperbolic tree. Attributes such as the title of the
document and the 6tness to a query tell users which nodes should be accessed. By
changing the focus based on these attribute values, users may easily access their
desired documents.
(5) Filtering documents based on attribute values. While every node is displayed in
the previous feature, this feature eliminates meaningless nodes by using a threshold
to determine nodes to be displayed. Consider node (d) such that every lower-
level node (d′) of d in the tree does not have a reasonable attribute value (as is
determined by the threshold). In this case, we remove d from the hyperbolic tree,
and reduce the tree size. This allows users to focus on interesting nodes only.
(6) Visualizing the result of query evaluation. Since most documents are described in
terms of nested tags, their structure can also be represented by a hyperbolic tree
in which the height of a node indicates how well the query 6ts the document.
This function helps users to see what query is reasonable to discover their desired
documents.
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The above features are interconnected within our IIR framework. In particular, features
(3)–(6) are repeatedly executed. Through such a process, a user progressively explores
the desired documents. This is a distinctive feature of IIR.
IIR accelerates this interactive aspect by cooperating with a browser because feature
(2) above is inter-related with the browser. After a node is mouse clicked, focus is
changed, and the corresponding document is displayed in the browser. In the same way,
when a user browses a document, this document becomes the focus within a hyperbolic
tree display. This type of interaction helps users to understand which portion of the
hierarchical structure of documents is focused on.
3. WWW information discovery assistant system
This section describes how the IIR framework is realized within WIDAS. Fig. 1
shows the WIDAS architecture. WIDAS takes the source sent from a WWW server
and access the server log as input information. This information is processed by tag
and string parsers, and is used in the modules such as structure visualization and
query evaluation. We also developed a browser that interacts with the IIR modules.
All modules except for the string parser are implemented in Java language, enhancing
the portability of WIDAS.
The output of WIDAS is shown in Fig. 2. A window is decomposed into a display
for the structure of documents, and areas for inputting queries and commands. Each
document is displayed as a node whose height indicates node information such as
user-access count and 6tness to a query. The height is a good indicator for e0ciently
accessing interesting documents.
Fig. 1. Architecture of WIDAS.
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Fig. 2. Output of WIAS.
The visualization part of WIDAS extends a 2-D hyperbolic tree to a 3-D type because
node information is represented as the height of the node. A typical hyperbolic tree
algorithm lays out nodes as a circle, but our algorithm lays them out as an ellipse. In
this layout, front nodes will not hide rear nodes.
A hyperbolic tree can be changed arbitrarily by mouse operation, and focus is
changed by clicking the mouse on a node. Mouse dragging can be accepted at any
position, making it easy for users to change the viewpoint of the tree.
Link relations between nodes are extracted by parsing anchor tags. Once a document
is parsed, link relations are recorded, and the subsequent documents are parsed. In the
normal setting, only documents within a web site are parsed. Since link relations may
be looped and become unbound, we prevent traversing the same node by assigning a
limited reachability depth. Links are traversed in a breadth-6rst search manner as this
enables constructing a well-balanced tree.
4. Hyperbolic tree visualization
A hyperbolic tree is suitable for a large hierarchical structure. Nodes on a hyperbolic
plane can be moved by mouse clicking and mouse dragging where the distance between
two nodes is preserved. These features were reported within [6]. In this paper, we start
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with elementary results from hyperbolic geometry and provide a practical computation
method by which a series of rigid transformations realizes Td=x for arbitrary coordinate
x. The proposed rigid transformation is new, providing a simple method for hyperbolic
tree visualization.
4.1. Theory of hyperbolic tree
The hyperbolic plane is given by
x2 + y2 − z2 = −1; z ¿ 0:
A hyperbolic line is the intersection of the hyperbolic plane and a plane including the
origin (0; 0; 0). This is given by
(t) = x cosh t + v sinh t; (1)
where x is the initial position at t=0, and v is the velocity whose magnitude is 1.
Let (t1) and (t2) be initial positions of P and Q. The distance between P and Q is
de6ned by
d(P;Q) = |t1 − t2|: (2)
Consider a straight line between (0; 0;−1) and a point P on the hyperbolic plane.
The point of intersection between this line and the x–y plane is given by (P). The
mapping  yields one-to-one correspondence between a point on the hyperbolic plane
and a point on the unit x–y disc given by
D = {(x; y) | x2 + y2 ¡ 1}:
The distance between two points ((p) and (p)) is de6ned by d(P;Q). The unit disc
is also called the PoincarRe disc, and the mapping  is given by
 : (x; y; z)→
(
x
1 + z
;
y
1 + z
)
: (3)
In contrast, the inverse mapping () of  is given by
 : (u; v)→
(
2u
1− u2 − v2 ;
2v
1− u2 − v2 ;
1 + u2 + v2
1− u2 − v2
)
: (4)
Consider the intersection between the hyperbolic plane and the plane x=0. The ob-
tained line is given by
(t) = (sinh t; cosh t):
Consider points P(sinh ; cosh ), ¿0. The Euclidean distance r between (0; 0) and
the point () is given by
r = tanh
(
2
)
¡ 1: (5)
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As we increase the distance between (0; 0; 1) and a point on the hyperbolic plane, the
corresponding point on the PoincarRe disc converges at the boundary. This means that
every point on the hyperbolic plane can be displayed on the unit disc or a screen
whose size is constant.
Node movement in a hyperbolic tree due to mouse operations is formalized by a
distance-preserving transformation. Such a transformation is composed of a set of rigid
transformations on hyperbolic geometry. Suppose a∈R3; 〈a; a〉m¿0. A rigid transfor-
mation is given by
sa(x) = x− 2 〈x; a〉m〈a; a〉m a;
where
〈(a1; a2; a3); (b1; b2; b3)〉m = a1b1 + a2b2 − a3b3:
For rigid transformation sa, the plane 〈a; x〉m=0 is invariant, and the following prop-
erties hold:
sa ◦ sa(x) = x;
〈sa(x); sa(y)〉m = 〈x; y〉m: (6)
Since a hyperbolic line is the intersection between the hyperbolic plane and a plane
including (0; 0; 0), the hyperbolic line is mapped to the line including (0; 0; 0) by a
rigid transformation. This means that the rigid transformation is a mapping between
hyperbolic lines. Speci6cally, the line (1) is transformed to
(t) = sa(x) cosh t + sa(v) sinh t (7)
by sa. Due to |v|=1 and Eq. (6), |sa(v)|=1 holds. For any two points A and B on
the hyperbolic plane, the hyperbolic distance de6ned by (2) yields
d(sa(A); sa(B)) = d(A; B):
A rigid transformation is thus distance-preserving.
4.2. Method of focus change
Focus change by mouse clicking is achieved by a series of rigid transformations as
shown in Fig. 3. The 6rst transformation T1 is −! rotation for the z-axis, moving point
P(x; y; z) to P′(x′; 0; z). The second is a rigid transformation T2 in which point P′ is
moved to the center (0; 0; 1), and the hyperbolic tree is inverted. The third is a simple
rigid transformation T2 to keep the original orientation of a hyperbolic tree. Finally, !
rotation is performed for the z-axis. The combination of these transformations moves
a mouse-clicked node to the center (0; 0; 1).
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O
A
O
O
T1
T4T3
T2


Fig. 3. Four transformations to move A to the center.
Each transformation is described in the following.
(1) T1; T4. It is evident that a rotation for z-axis is distance-preserving. −! and !
rotations (T1 and T4) are given by the following matrices:
T1 =
 cos ! sin ! 0− sin ! cos ! 0
0 0 1
 T4 =
 cos ! − sin ! 0sin ! cos ! 0
0 0 1
 :
(2) T2. The transformation T2 is a mapping from the point (x; 0; z) to (0; 0; 1). Thus,
there exists a real number vector a=("; #; ) such that
sa(x; 0; z) = (x; 0; z)− 2 〈(x; 0; z); a〉m〈a; a〉m a = (0; 0; 1):
Obviously #=0. Without loss of generality, we set "=1 because a positive mul-
tiple number of a leads to the same result and 〈a; a〉m¿0 holds. This yields
(x; 0; z)− 2 x − z
1− 2 (1; 0; ) = (0; 0; 1): (8)
Suppose that the point (x; 0; z) on the hyperbolic plane is mapped to the point
(r; 0) on the PoincarRe disc. Due to the mapping (4) and Eq. (8), the following
equation holds:
 =
−1 + z
x
=
−1 + (1 + r2)=(1− r2)
2r=(1− r2) = r:
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This yields
T2 =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
− 2
1− r2
 1 0 −r0 0 0
r 0 −r2

=
 1− 2=(1− r2) 0 2r=(1− r2)0 1 0
−2r=(1− r2) 0 −1 + 2=(1− r2)
 :
(3) T3. The transformation T3 inverts the sign of the x-coordinate of a point. Thus,
T3 =
−1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 :
We are now in a position to describe the composition of the four transformations.
Because the mapping from a point (x; y; z) on the hyperbolic plane to the corresponding
point on the PoincarRe disc is given by (3), the following equation holds:
1− r2 = 1−
((
x
1 + z
)2
+
(
y
1 + z
)2)
=
2
1 + z
:
We also have the following equations:
cos ! =
x
r(1 + z)
; sin ! =
y
r(1 + z)
:
Hence,
T4T3T2T1 =
 1 + x2=(z + 1) xy=(z + 1) −xxy=(z + 1) 1 + y2=(z + 1) −y
−x −y z
 : (9)
Mouse dragging moves the initial mouse cursor point to the current mouse point. Let
(a; b; c) be the initial mouse point and ("; #; ) be the current mouse point. We reuse
Eq. (9). Suppose that the target rigid transformation moves the point (x; y; z) to the
center (0; 0; 1) and this transformation also moves (a; b; c) to ("; #; ). The point (x; y; z)
can be obtained by solving the following equation:
T4T3T2T1
 ab
c
 =
 "#

 : (10)
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Solving the equation yields
x=
c + 
a"+ b# + c+ 1
(a− ");
y=
c + 
a"+ b# + c+ 1
(b− #);
z =
(c + )2
a"+ b# + c+ 1
− 1;
where c¿1, ¿1. Furthermore, we get
(c)2 − (a"+ b#)2 = (a2 + b2 + 1)("2 + #2 + 1)− (a2"2 + 2ab"# + b2#2)
= a2 + b2 + "2 + #2 + (a# − b")2
¿ 1:
Hence,
a"+ b# + c+ 1¿1:
This result indicates that the division error may be small.
4.3. Implementation
In a hyperbolic tree, the root node is at the center, and descendant nodes are uni-
formly distributed on the hyperbolic plane. Each node is then mapped onto the PoincarRe
disc in a normal hyperbolic tree visualization. In contrast, we adopt an ellipse-type disc
that expands the x-coordinate given by (x2=a2 + y2¡1; a¿1), and each node is dis-
played as a cone within this disc. Thus, (x; y)-coordinates on the hyperbolic plane are
mapped to the ellipse disc as (ax=(z + 1); y=(z + 1)). This treatment allows users to
see a hyperbolic tree three dimensionally.
A hyperbolic line connecting two nodes is not a straight line on the PoincarRe or
ellipse disc. Thus, a sequence of points should be generated for a two-node connection.
For this purpose, we use the Klein model in classical hyperbolic geometry, instead of
Eq. (1). This model uses the fact that the lines between a hyperbolic point and the
origin (0; 0; 0) construct a straight line on the plane z=1. Thus, several points on this
straight line can be easily produced, and such points are mapped onto the ellipse disc.
The procedure of structure visualization consists of the following steps.
Step 1: Layout every node on the hyperbolic plane.
Step 2: Connect each node with the point (0; 0;−1) and project the node to the
ellipse disc.
Step 3: Produce a sequence of points constructing a straight line on the plane z=1,
and project such points to the ellipse disc.
Step 4: Display every cone whose size is inversely proportional to the distance from
the center. The height of the cone is speci6ed by a parameter value.
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For Step 1, each node has (x; y)-coordinates and the range (!; w) to display its
descendant nodes where the range R= {x | !6x6! + w} and w is the wedge size of
the node. Wedge size depends on the number of leaf nodes appearing in the lowest-
level of the tree. Let |leaf (d)| be the number of leaf nodes of node d, and dch be a
child node of d. The wedge size (w′) of dch is given by
w′ =
|leaf (dch)|
|leaf (d)| :
The algorithm of node layout is described by the following recursive procedure:
LayoutNode(n; !; w; i), where i is the node depth (the root node is depth 0). Let d0 be
the root node. The procedure is invoked by Layout(d0; 0; 2; 0). The position of node
(n) is denoted by n:x and n:y. i is determined by the depth (i), corresponding to 
in Eq. (5). That is, i indicates the distance between a node at depth i and the center
(0; 0; 1).
1 LayoutNode(n, !, w, i) {
2 for each ch (child of n) {
3 w′ :=w × |leaf (n)|=|leaf (ch)|;
4 ch:x := i cos(!+ w=2);
5 ch:y := i sin(!+ w=2);
6 LayoutNode(ch, !, w′, i + 1);
7 ! := !+ w′;
8 }
9 }
Focus can be easily changed. It su0ces to record the position of a node on the ellipse
disc. It is easy to select which node is mouse clicked. We then apply the transformation
Td=o given by Eq. (9).
In contrast, special care is needed for mouse dragging because we have to com-
pute the position on the hyperbolic plane speci6ed by the initial mouse cursor point.
A straightforward application of the inverse mapping (4) is immaterial because the
central position is changed. Consider that the center (0; 0; 1) is moved to the position
(−x;−y; z) when the position (x; y; z) is moved to the center. In this case, the mouse
cursor point on the hyperbolic plane is computed by the transformation moving from
(−x;−y; z) to (0; 0; 1). Let (a; b; c) be the mouse position on the hyperbolic plane and
(u; v) be the mouse position on the PoincarRe disc. If the position of the focused node
is (x; y; z), the following equation is obtained:
−1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1
T4T3T2T1( uv
)
=
 ab
c
 :
Suppose that the current mouse position is ("; #; ). We get the transformation matrix
for mouse dragging as Eq. (10).
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5. Computing the !tness of a page to a query
Unstructured or semi-structured documents such as HTML and XML can be modeled
by a directed graph consisting of a label-graph pair: {l1→ g1; : : : ; ln→ gn}, where li is
a label and gi is another graph. Label is represented by a string.
As mentioned in Section 2, we must, for practical reason, assign a depth bound of
node reachability for visualization and retrieval. Considering movement from the root
node (depth 0) to a node whose depth is n, semi-structured documents can be given by
l1:l2: · · · :ln: (11)
where li is a label. Although each label from l1 to ln−1 is regarded as a tag and ln is
a string in Section 2, this distinction is avoided below.
Expression (11) can be viewed as a path from the root node to a leaf node. If
document d has a path p, this fact is denoted by p∈d.
While a query for document retrieval is given by the above expression (11), a
complete path from the root node should be posed by users. This is impractical, and
we provide a partial path for focusing on a particular substructure of a graph. For this
purpose, we introduce the idea of a reduced path.
Let two paths be p= l1: · · · :ln and q= l′1: · · · :l′m (n; m¿1). We say that q is a reduced
path of p if the following condition is satis6ed:
ln = l′m;
∀i l′i ∈ {l1; : : : ; ln−1} if n¿2;
∀i;j ∃a;b l′i = la ∧ l′j = lb ∧ a ¡ b → i ¡ j:
Now reconsider the example in Section 2.
〈chapter〉〈section〉s1〈=section〉〈=chapter〉
This document has the following path only:
chapter.section.s1
A set of reduced paths of the above is given as follows:
s1
chapter.s1
section.s1
chapter.section.s1
Let q be a reduced path of a path p in document d. In this case, q∈d holds. A
query is evaluated by matching it with a reduced path.
A query for document retrieval is represented by the conjunction:
B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bk
where Bi(i=1; k) is a literal of the specialized form
l1:l2: · · · :ln;
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where each li is a string or a character ‘*’. ‘*’ means a wild card that matches with
any string. For each document d, a conjunction B1 ∧ · · · ∧Bk is true if ∀iBi∈d is true.
The result of the query is a set of documents whenever the conjunction is true.
We then consider an approximated query based on partial matching between strings
that is usually used in the information retrieval community. The proposed method is
based on TFIDF in which a similarity between documents (or strings) is de6ned [10].
In this method, a similarity measure between document vectors consisting of a 6nite
set of strings can be introduced. Thus, we can handle metrics indicating how well the
document 6ts a user-given query. This measure can be used for visualizing the result of
query evaluation. The following de6nes the 6tness function of a document to a query
after introducing the similarity measure for strings.
Let T be a vocabulary list of atomic terms that appear in a set of strings s1; : : : ; sh
in all documents being retrieved. 1 A string si(16i6h) is associated with a vector
v˜i∈R|T| whose element takes a non-negative real value. For a term a∈T , an element
of a vector v˜i is represented by vi; a. The value of vi; a indicates the importance of term
a with respect to the string associated with vi; a. If a does not occur in si, vi; a is 0.
Otherwise, the importance is computed as follows:
vi;a = log(TFv˜i ;a + 1) log
(
h
ca
)
;
where TFv˜i ;a is the number of times that term a occurs in the string si, and ca is the
total number of strings that contain the term a. 2
The similarity between strings si and sj can be computed using this vector represen-
tation of strings. Let v˜i and v˜j be vector representations of the strings si and sj. The
similarity is de6ned as follows:
sim(si; sj) =

1 if si = * or sj = *;∑
a∈T vi;avj;a
‖v˜i‖ · ‖v˜j‖ otherwise;
where 06sim(si; sj)61.
We use the above TFIDF framework to compute the 6tness of a document to a
user-entered query. Consider an atomic query B= l1: · · · :ln. If there is a reduced path
q= l′1: · · · :l′n∈d in document d, the similarity between the path and the query is com-
puted as follows:
sim(q; B) =
n∏
j=1
sim(lj; l′j):
We then de6ne the 6tness FIT (d; B) of the document d to the query B as follows:
FIT (d; B) = max
i
sim(qi; B);
1 WIDAS uses the Japanese morphological analysis system, Chasen [7], to obtain atomic terms that are
nouns in a dictionary.
2 Although v˜i is very long in a matrix notation, this is quite sparse. Thus, e0cient implementation is
possible.
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where qi is a reduced path in d. The de6nition means that the most similar reduced
path in the document is selected to compute the 6tness.
Finally, the 6tness of a document to conjunctive query B1 ∧ · · · ∧Bk is de6ned as
follows:
FIT (d; B1; : : : ; Bk) =
k∏
i=1
FIT (d; Bi):
Since the similarity measure in the TFIDF framework is between zero and one, the
6tness is also between zero and one.
The most useful feature of the similarity measure de6ned above is to satisfy the
monotonicity property. Consider two paths p and q that are denoted by
p = l1: · · · :ln; q = l1: · · · :ln; ln+1:
For any query B, the following condition is satis6ed:
sim(p; B)¿sim(q; B):
Such a feature can be used to e0ciently compute 6tness. The 6tness of a document
can be obtained by using the best-6rst search strategy that 6nds the best reduced path
within the document.
The 6tness computing algorithm of document (d) is formalized as a state-space
search where the state is represented by a tuple 〈i; j; f; h〉. Each state element is ex-
pressed as follows:
i: index pointing to the ith literal in query Q,
j: index pointing to jth label,
f: current value of 6tness,
h: history,
where indices i and j indicate which literal and label are currently evaluated. As indices
are incremented, the value of 6tness decreases due to the monotonicity property. A path
that has been explored is stored in history.
Some auxiliary functions needed to design the search algorithm are de6ned in the
following.
• best(Open) returns a state whose 6tness is the highest among Open,
• terminatedQuery(s) is true if every literal in s has already been evaluated. This can
be checked by i-index of s,
• terminatedLiteral(B; j) is true if every label in B has already been evaluated. This
can be checked by j-index,
where variable Open is a collection of states. The initial value of Open is given below.
Open = {〈1; 1; 1; void〉}:
The query evaluation algorithm implementing the best-6rst search strategy is shown in
Fig. 4. Notice that every explored state is stored in Open, regardless of the value of
6tness. Obviously, a state whose 6tness value is zero should not be stored in Open. If
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1 BestFirstSearch(Open) {
2 while(true) {
3 s := best(Open);
4 if(terminatedQuery(s)) return s;
5 Open :=Open\{s};
6 Open :=Open∪EvaluateQuery(s);
7 }
8 }
9 EvaluateQuery(〈i, j, f, h〉) {
10 Let B be the i-th element of Q;
11 if(terminatedLiteral(B, j)) return {〈i+1, 1, f, h〉};
12 Let l be the j-th element of B;
13 return EvaluateLabel(l, i, j, f, h);
14 }
15 EvaluateLabel(l, i, j, f, h) {
16 return {〈i, j+1, f × sim(lj; l′j), h:l′j〉 | h:l′j : · · · :j′n ∈d};
27 }
Fig. 4. Query evaluation algorithm.
a threshold is given and the value of 6tness is lower than the threshold, such a state
should not be selected.
Suppose that we have the following document:
〈c1〉〈s1〉v1〈=s1〉
〈s2〉v2〈=s2〉〈=c1〉
where sim(c,c1)¿0, sim(s1,s2)¿0 and sim(v1,v2)¿0. The other similarities between
strings are zero.
Given the query c.s2.v2, Open is changed as follows:
{<1,1,1,void}
{<1,2,sim(c,c1),c1>}
{<1,3,sim(c,c1)sim(s2,s1),c1.s1>,<1,3,sim(c,c1)sim(s2,s2),c1.s2>}
{<1,3,sim(c,c1)sim(s2,s1),c1.s1>,
<1,4,sim(c,c1)sim(s2,s2)sim(v2,v2),c1.s2.v2>}
{<1,3,sim(c,c1)sim(s2,s1),c1.s1>,
<2,1,sim(c,c1)sim(s2,s2)sim(v2,v2),c1.s2.v2>}
The obtained path is c1.c2.v2 that yields the best match with the query c.s2.v2.
Since a set of reduced paths whose depth is n constructs a tree, the above algorithm
traverses nodes of the tree in a best-6rst manner. Let b be the average number of
branching within the tree. The computational complexity of the search algorithm is
O(bn).
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6. Interaction between visualization and retrieval
WIDAS’ most important feature is 6ltering uninteresting nodes. Given a query, the
6tness to the query for each node is computed and is displayed as the height of
the node. The 6ltering function then removes uninteresting nodes, and restructures a
reduced hyperbolic tree. This is very useful for large web sites because users can focus
on important documents.
An uninteresting node is inductively de6ned as follows:
(1) A leaf node with lower 6tness than the threshold is an uninteresting node.
(2) If a node d has lower 6tness than the threshold and every lower-level nodes of d
is uninteresting, d is a uninteresting node.
If a node is not uninteresting, it is called an important node. If the 6tness of a node
is greater than or equal to the threshold, the node is called an interesting node.
Fig. 5 shows the 6ltering process in WIDAS. The 6gure is a hyperbolic tree of our
university research division web site (Science University of Tokyo, Information Media
Center, http://www.imc.sut.ac.jp/) consisting of 226 documents. Since the height of
each node indicates the 6tness of the associated document to a user-supplied query,
higher nodes are interesting to the user. There are nine interesting nodes among the
large number of nodes in the 6gure.
Fig. 6 shows a reduced hyperbolic tree where important nodes (with lower 6tness)
that are reachable from interesting nodes still exist. The reduced tree constructs a web
site for the user and allows the user to see a web site of manageable size. Although
existing search engines list up pages that are interesting to users, it is impossible to see
the relationships between the listed pages. In contrast, a hyperbolic tree representation
allows users to capture the web page structure and makes it easy to 6nd important
portal sites. Moreover, some queries can be input incrementally, and more interesting
pages can be explored. Combined use of information retrieval and visualization thus
supports processes in knowledge discovery.
Another important feature of WIDAS is to visualize the result of query evaluation
within a hyperbolic tree. Due to nested tags within a web page, such a page can be
Fig. 5. Before 6ltering.
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Fig. 6. After 6ltering.
Fig. 7. Visualizing the result of a query.
displayed as a hyperbolic tree, and the height of a node corresponds to the 6tness of
the node to a query. Thus, users can see a path matched with the query. However,
it is more di0cult for users to pose a query with nested keywords than it is to pose
a normal keyword search. In this case, we input a query with a wild card in the
beginning, and we can capture the document structure using the visualization function
of query evaluation. We can then re6ne the query and pose a more suitable query to
discover our desired documents. Fig. 7 shows a hyperbolic tree visualizing the result
of a query. In this 6gure, the best matched path can be seen as a sequence of higher
nodes. This is a joint function between visualization and query evaluation, resulting
in a navigation function to indicate what query is reasonable for WWW information
discovery.
7. Experiment results
We evaluate WIDAS with respect to the points below.
Accuracy. All user-desired documents should be accessed; there should be no missing
documents. Accuracy indicates how surely the user accesses his=her desired documents.
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E<ciency. The cost to reach the desired documents should be low. Uninteresting
documents should not be accessed. E0ciency indicates how fast the user reaches the
documents.
These properties tend to be mutually exclusive, so well-balanced information access
is needed. Based on the above points, we conducted two experiments. The aim of each
experiment is described below.
• E=ectiveness of visualization. The aim is to clarify whether the accuracy and e0-
ciency are improved by using the visualization function.
• E=ectiveness of >ltering. The aim is to measure the eKectiveness of the combined
use of query evaluation and 6ltering compared with using an existing search engine.
7.1. E=ectiveness of visualization
The web site we used is our university research division site mentioned in Section
3.2. We selected as subjects ten undergraduate students belonging to our university
who had not accessed the site before the experiments. We divided the subjects into
two groups, one using a web browser with hyperbolic tree visualization and the other
using the browser only. We gave each subject ten problems and provided an abstract
as a hint of the document to be found. We then recorded the time required to access all
documents and operation histories. A typical problem was, “Search for a document in
which you can see a picture of Professor XXX in workshop YYY presentation”. Since
su0cient keywords were given, the subjects could 6nd target documents correctly. The
whole set of problems is shown in the Appendix A. Note that the possible operations
the subjects used were mouse clicking for hyperlink selection, paging backward and
forward, home position and bookmark registration.
Fig. 8 shows the number of documents the subjects found. The graph indicates that
use of hyperbolic tree visualization does not contribute to e0cient information access
in the early stage, but does achieve e0ciency after 15min. This means that the global
view function of hyperbolic tree visualization can assist users to 6nd their desired
documents e0ciently when a target web site becomes larger.
We must check subjects’ mouse operation histories to clarify what is going on as
they browse documents. WIDAS allows users to specify a node by mouse movement
and to see the associated document title. Fig. 9 shows how many document titles
subjects view in browsing 50 documents. The subjects viewed over 100 titles to see
all the documents. In the beginning, the number of titles viewed increased dramatically,
but changed slightly after ten documents were found. This indicates that users saw the
overall structure of the web site at the beginning and then found documents to be
accessed. From the above, we can conclude that structure visualization based on the
hyperbolic tree provides an e0cient and exhaustive browsing function.
7.2. E=ectiveness of >ltering
The second experiment demonstrates the advantage of node 6ltering by combining
visualization and query-based retrieval. The web site we selected is our university site
(http://www.sut.ac.jp) consisting of 3000 documents. This site supports search engine
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Fig. 8. Browsing performance with and without use of hyperbolic tree visualization.
Fig. 9. Title reference in browsing.
InfoSeek that we used to compare the IIR framework with mixed use of browsing and
a search engine. Since there are quite a few documents in the site, it is di0cult to
display the whole structure of the documents in a hyperbolic tree style. This means
that a user must pose queries and 6lter a number of documents incrementally. In this
experiment, we also have ten subjects divided into two groups. Group 1 subjects use
a browser and InfoSeek; Group 2 subjects use query-based retrieval and 6ltering of
WIDAS functions. The problem given to the subjects is to 6nd 6ve research laboratory
documents related to concepts such as “environment” and “automobile.” The subjects
posed some keywords and repeatedly 6ltered the documents.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the experiment results. On average, it took 23 min to 6nd
documents that correspond to the portal sites of the 6ve research laboratories without
using WIDAS and 12 min with using WIDAS. In the 6gures, character “S” indicates
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Fig. 10. Browsing process without use of WIDAS.
Fig. 11. Browsing process with use of WIDAS.
that a subject posed a query, and character “F” with an arrow indicates that a subject
found a document. The two graphs allow us to see the advantage of using WIDAS.
Speci6cally, the number of queries posed is quite small for WIDAS use, and the
number of mouse clicks is half that for normal browsing and keyword searching. This
is because WIDAS supports structure visualization of documents including keywords
in a hierarchical manner. It is thus easy for the subjects to browse and 6nd upper-level
nodes that are portal site pages of research laboratories. This result exempli6es the
advantage of integrating visualization and retrieval in an IIR framework that provides
signi6cant insight as a supportive tool for discovering WWW information.
8. Comparison with other work
Ashish et al. [1] and Atzeni et al. [2] have attempted to structure WWW information
to support SQL-like queries. Their approach is to construct a database from multiple
web sites using “wrapper” programs that deal with semi-structured information. Our
framework does not compete with theirs but may exploit it in generating a nested
keyword query from WWW information. The diKerence is that a query in WIDAS is
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relatively simple because WIDAS just focuses on retrieving desired documents. Thus,
we do not necessarily deal with a general relational model. This increases the e0ciency
of information retrieval by adopting special data structures.
We adopt query evaluation based on TFIDF that was developed by the information
retrieval community. Such an approximate approach has not been taken in database
research literature. Recently, Cohen introduced a “soft” join operation like relational
database framework [3]. This extends the join using TFIDF in order to provide query
evaluation suitable for WWW information. Data and the query are expressed by 6rst-
order logic, and information is retrieved by variable binding. This means that a soft
join has greater expressive power than our IIR framework. However, visualization is
not considered and a 6rst-order representation is not exploited within WWW structure
visualization. Our method focuses on document retrieval only, and document 6tness to
a query can be displayed within structure visualization.
Visualization methods for WWW information have recently been proposed within the
discovery science community [5,11,12]. However, integration with information retrieval
is not realized. In our approach, a web browser was specially designed and implemented
to communicate with visualization and retrieval, demonstrating the performance of this
integrated approach.
Munzner designed an information space in which multiple hyperbolic trees are con-
6gured three dimensionally [8]. However, there are a number of nodes on the infor-
mation space map, and it is di0cult to focus on the appropriate portion of a web site.
An alternative visualization scheme was developed as a “cone” tree by Robertson [9].
In a cone tree, nodes are distributed in a three-dimensional space, and thus front nodes
may hide rear nodes. Moreover, focus change is not as easy as in a hyperbolic tree
representation.
Tausher et al. designed a history management tool for easily revisiting documents by
visualizing a browsing history as a tree [13]. Footprint, proposed in [14], also displays
history as a hyperbolic tree. In WIDAS, page visit information is visualized in distinct
colors, allowing users to capture which node should be revisited. The usefulness of
this function was demonstrated through the 6rst experiment.
9. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an integration of structure visualization and retrieval of
WWW information to realize a supportive tool for knowledge discovery on the In-
ternet. The resulting system, WIDAS, consists of hyperbolic tree visualization and
nested keyword queries with visualization, and provides a 6ltering function to re-
duce the size of the WWW information structure. Experiments were conducted to
demonstrate the advantage of the WIDAS interactive information retrieval framework.
The obtained statistics demonstrate the eKectiveness of WIDAS in accessing and dis-
covering WWW information. Since WIDAS can be interconnected with our browser,
the proposed framework will help users browse a large number of documents on the
Internet.
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Appendix A. The problem set
• Search for a page that describes the unique features of the Information Media Center
building.
• Search for a page that contains a newspaper article about the Web information
visualization system.
• Search for a page where a prime number generation program can be downloaded.
• Search for a page where you can see the picture of Professor XXX in YYY workshop
presentation.
• Search for a page where you can see the picture of a multiple legged robot.
• Search for a page that includes a tutorial for Java introduction and Java web design.
• Search for a page that includes the 6rst slide of a multi-agent technology lecture.
• Search for a page that describes the national project on education.
• Search for a page that contains a map to the ZZZ hotel, the location for the Infor-
mation Media Center project presentation.
• Search for a page that describes the international security workshop.
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